Background: Influenza (flu) surveillance using Twitter data can potentially save lives and increase efficiency by providing governments and healthcare organizations with greater situational awareness. However, research is needed to determine the impact of Twitter users' misdiagnoses on surveillance estimates.
Introduction
Many studies have investigated using social media data or online data to perform biosurveillance [1, 2] . Eysenbach [3] was the first to use trends in internet searches as a means of estimating flu prevalence, and Ritterman et al. [4] subsequently became the first to use Twitter data for flu surveillance.
Twitter flu surveillance systems generally rely on keyword filters and classifiers to produce weekly counts of tweets indicative of flu prevalence. Lamb et al. [5] developed a classifier which distinguishes between tweets reflecting an awareness of the flu and tweets describing an infection with the flu, which tightens the causal relationship between weekly counts of flu tweets and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) or WHO measurements. Smith et al. [6] demonstrated that tweets related to general awareness of the flu yield substantially different trends than tweets related to infections, and Nagar et al. [7] reported that a classifier incorporating an annotator's estimate of the likelihood that a tweet indicated illness was important for their analysis of flu prevalence in New York City. Zuccon et al. [8] tested a wide variety of classifier types, with results indicating the choice of classifier has a limited effect on accuracy.
Recent studies have expanded the Twitter flu surveillance systems in a variety of ways, including encompassing multiple countries [9, 10] , combining multiple indicators [10, 11] , increasing geospatial resolution [7, [12] [13] [14] , handling additional languages [15, 16] , and estimating the secondary attack rate and serial interval [17] .
However, Twitter flu surveillance relies on Twitter users' diagnoses of the flu. There are many potential causes of misdiagnoses. Nsoesie and Brownstein [1] observe that many existing systems likely measure influenza-like illness (ILI), which can be caused by a variety of non-flu pathogens. Chew and Eysenbach's Twitter content analysis during the 2009 pandemic [18] contains a rich set of metrics reflecting emotion levels, misinformation, and news or blog links that could all influence Twitter authors in choosing whether to tweet about an infection, and whether to diagnose that infection as the flu.
Since Twitter is not a representative sample of the United States' population [19] [20] [21] , Twitter flu surveillance estimates will be biased. Studies have investigated potential variations in the peak time, morbidity, and rate of flu transmission as a function of age
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group and social networks [22] [23] [24] [25] . Region and humidity may also influence flu mortality rates and spread [26] [27] . Finally, although positive specimen counts for the CDC or WHO are used as ground truth data, variations in the collection and testing of specimens, participation levels of laboratories, and other factors may introduce sampling biases.
Detecting atypical flu seasons reliably is important, since they may require atypical responses from governments and healthcare organizations to save lives and increase efficiency. This study focuses on flu seasons with atypical onset times, such as the 2011-2012 flu season, since these yield the most direct evidence for misdiagnoses. Since this study is intended to quantify Twitter users' misdiagnoses rather than maximize the correlation between flu estimates and WHO counts, it does not incorporate additional data sources which could obscure misdiagnosis patterns in Twitter, such as search query volumes or time-lagged positive specimen count data. Many of the algorithms were implemented using the R Project for Statistical Computing [28] .
Methods
Data Collection and Classification
This study used Gnip Decahose [29] data, which is a 10% pseudo-random sample of publicly available tweets. The tweet volumes collected each week between the weeks starting on 2011-08-01 and 2014-09-15 exhibit several gaps due to internet connectivity issues and hardware failures. These gaps were corrected by extrapolating from nearby data using a two pass process.
The first pass applied a sliding median filter of width 15 to approximate the expected counts for each week. Any range of weeks with week indices [a, b] in which zero tweets were collected was replaced by the estimated values from a linear interpolation between the values at indices a − 2 and b + 2.
The second pass applied a sliding median filter of width 7 to the results of the first pass. The following equation was used to produce a corrected count ̂ for each week i:
where is the output of the second sliding median filter and is the tweet count after zeroes were replaced by the first pass. The constant 0.9 was chosen to apply the correction only when the weekly count was at least 10% less than the expected count, which served as a rough method for identifying weeks during which data loss occurred. Applying Equation 1 compensated for the gaps in data collection ( Figure 1 ). 
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where is the count produced by a metric and ̂ is the count adjusted for potential data loss. This equation assumes the fraction of tweets which match the criteria for a metric is consistent, so the value of the metric during a week which experienced data loss can be approximated by applying the same fraction to the number of tweets expected during that week. For weeks in which no tweets were collected, the adjusted metric value for the most recent week in which tweets were collected was used. Although a better estimate could have been obtained through linear interpolation, this approach uses only data which would have been available at the time. Instances of symptoms not due to illness, such as nausea due to overeating, stomach pain due to consuming spicy foods, and muscle aches due to exercise, were not counted as illness. The tweets which were related to illness according to the classifier are referred to as "sick tweets" in this paper. Due to the expense of developing classifiers for multiple languages, non-English tweets were not considered in this study.
The maximum entropy classifier used Apache's OpenNLP [31] implementation. Retweets and tweets containing URLs were excluded to help reduce the number of tweets related to news stories or memes. Unigrams, bigrams, and the tweet length in [0.0, 1.0], with 1.0 corresponding to a length of 200 characters, were used as features since they are commonly used and computationally inexpensive. The classifier used Gaussian regularization with σ = 1.0 and 10,000 iterations to ensure convergence. The classifier's performance was tested using stratified 10-fold cross-validation. To bias the classifier in favor of precision over recall, only tweets whose classifier score exceeded 0.75 were designated as sick tweets. The constant 0.75 was chosen since it yielded weekly counts typically over 100 for sick tweets which contained the word "flu". The lowest non-zero weekly count was 97, and the average count was 696.
Metrics Collection
This study collected several metrics from the sick tweets. Tweets were filtered using illness and symptom related keywords, restricted to the United States by applying OpenSextant [32] to the user-provided location fields, and then limited to the English language using the Cybozu Labs Language Detection Library for Java [33] . Out of the 13,273,284 tweets containing illness or symptom related terms, OpenSextant provided estimated locations for 3,667,309 of them, or 27.6%. Retweets and tweets containing URLs were excluded to match the classifier training data. Most of the metrics were simply defined as the fraction of tweets each week which matched a case insensitive query ( Table 1 ). The Flu metric contained only sick tweets with the word "flu", which are referred to as "flu tweets" in this paper. The Uncertainty metric is intended to measure Twitter authors' uncertainty in their diagnoses, such as "I might be getting sick", "Maybe this is just an allergy", or "I hope this is not the flu". The Symptom metric measures tweets containing two common symptoms of influenza-like illness: fevers and sore throats. Finally, metrics with the suffix "F" have been restricted to flu tweets. Since the weekly counts of flu tweets were generally over 100, this study did not examine misspellings of query terms or the use of slang.
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The Noise metric is an estimate of the expected fraction of flu tweets during periods in which the flu is not prevalent. The thirteen weeks occurring in the middle of each year were used to estimate the noise level, which corresponds to an estimate that approximately one quarter of weeks during the year are not substantially affected by the flu season. The mean count for each of these midyear periods was used as a noise estimate. Due to the difficulty of distinguishing flu tweets arising from flu infections from tweets arising from misdiagnoses, noise cannot effectively be measured during periods in which the flu is prevalent. Therefore, each consecutive pair of midyear noise estimates was linearly interpolated to generate the complete noise estimate. The noise level gradually decreased during the period tweets were collected, which may be a consequence of the atypical 2011-2012 flu season ( Figure 2 ).
Figure 2: Noise estimate based on linearly interpolating noise estimates from each midyear period. The Midyear series shows the weeks which were used to estimate the noise for each midyear period. Each series has been divided by the corrected total number of tweets collected each week.
Misdiagnosis Measurement
Since WHO positive specimen counts show the flu was not prevalent from August 2011 through December 2011, despite an increase in flu tweets, the flu tweets from that time period largely represent misdiagnoses. Measuring the number of misdiagnosis tweets over time for a typical flu season is potentially valuable for counteracting their effects on Twitter flu surveillance, but there are two major challenges:
1) separating the misdiagnosis tweets from the small number of correct diagnoses of the flu, classifier false positives, and other sources of noise from August 2011 to December 2011, and 2) estimating misdiagnosis tweets for January 2012 through May 2012, since direct measurement is complicated by the genuine prevalence of the flu.
To address the first challenge, this study subtracts the Noise metric from the Flu metric. The Noise metric is an estimate of the fraction of flu tweets expected during periods in which the flu is not prevalent. Since the flu was not prevalent in late 2011, the Flu metric should have equaled the Noise Metric during that time period. Therefore, subtracting the Noise metric leaves the flu tweets which contributed to the unexpected rise in flu tweets during late 2011.
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To address the second challenge, this study estimates misdiagnosis tweets from late 2011 and extrapolates them to early 2012. The weekly fractions of misdiagnosis tweets from August to December 2011 were estimated by smoothing the flu tweets, subtracting the Noise metric, and normalizing by the Noise metric:
where i is the week (limited to August through December 2011), is a unitless factor which estimates the fraction of misdiagnosis tweets when multiplied by the Noise metric, med is a sliding median filter of width 5, is the flu metric, and is the Noise metric. Both and are expressed as fractions of the corrected total tweet count for week i. The smoothing is intended to reduce the effects of noise, and the normalization by helps account for factors which may change from season to season by assuming the misdiagnosis estimate is proportional to the noise estimate. (Figure 3 ). Since the misdiagnosis estimate was constructed to be proportional to the noise estimates from the midyear periods, and since those midyear periods were likely to have few tweets correctly diagnosing the flu, the midyear periods were excluded from the misdiagnosis estimates.
Figure 3: Estimated weekly fraction of misdiagnosis tweets.
Finally, the two misdiagnosis based estimates of flu prevalence were produced by subtracting the weekly estimates of the fraction of misdiagnosis tweets from the weekly fraction of flu tweets for each of the two extrapolations.
Misdiagnosis Cross-Validation
The previous section used the prior knowledge that WHO positive specimen counts for late 2011 are approximately equal to the positive specimen counts when flu is not prevalent. However, this means its results can only be tested against data from early 2012 onward, or that it must rely on comparisons with recent WHO positive specimen counts. Therefore, this study also uses a form of 3-fold cross-validation, in which an estimate is produced for a "test" flu season by using misdiagnosis tweet rates estimated by taking the difference between the WHO positive specimen counts and fractions of flu tweets for the remaining two "training" flu seasons. For each flu season, the same range of weeks was used as in the previous section.
However, this approach requires comparing positive specimen counts and fractions of flu tweets. This paper used a simple linear regression, P ~ cF, between the WHO positive specimen counts (P) and the fraction of flu tweets for the non-test weeks (F) to obtain a constant (c) representing a best estimate of the unit conversion factor. The linear regression did not include a constant term, so the linear regression only estimated the single coefficient c. 
Results
Data Collection and Classification
The maximum entropy classifier achieved an F-measure of .76, with .73 precision and .79 recall. There were 354 true positives compared to 129 false positives, and 697 true negatives compared to 94 false negatives. To produce the actual counts of sick tweets, the classifier's threshold was increased to .75 to favor precision over recall, since precision is more important for this study. The .75 threshold achieved an F-Measure of .72, with .86 precision and 0.61 recall.
The Pearson correlation coefficient between the sick tweets and the WHO's positive specimen counts is r = .66 (P < .001), which demonstrates that there is a significant degree of correlation even before filtering the sick tweets to examine only flu tweets.
Metrics
The Flu metric achieved a Pearson correlation with the WHO positive specimen counts of r = .72 (P < .001), which is an improvement over the correlation for sick tweets of r = .66. To measure the relative efficacy of the remaining metrics, the Pearson correlation coefficients between linear regressions of the metrics and the WHO positive specimen count data were calculated (Table 2) . In each case, the linear regression included a constant term. To reduce over-fitting, each calculation used 10-fold cross-validation, in which the folds were obtained by partitioning the date range into 10 approximately equallength time periods. The combination of using 10-fold cross-validation and linear regression increased the difficulty of obtaining high correlation coefficients, which reduced the correlation for the Flu metric from r = .72 to r = .54. Introducing the Noise metric substantially improved the correlation result, while adding the Sick tweets metric yielded no additional benefit. Holding the number of regressors constant by substituting the other metrics for the Sick metric revealed that only the Uncertain metric provided a substantial benefit. While the Uncertain metric improved the correlation coefficient, the regressions failed to remove the misdiagnosis tweets, which erroneously indicated a typical 2011-2012 flu season and erroneously showed plateaus of flu activity occurring before each of the next two flu seasons (Figure 4 ).
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Misdiagnosis Measurement
The Flu, Symmetric, and Tapering metrics all correlate with the WHO's ILI positive specimen counts (Table 3 ). The sum of P values for each correlation in the table was P < .001, indicating that the set of correlations passes the Bonferroni correction. However, the metrics vary in correlation strength: the Flu metric suffers from significant plateaus of misdiagnosis tweets preceding each flu season, the Symmetric metric can be rejected since it produces flu estimates below the noise baseline during each of the three flu seasons, and the Tapering metric successfully removes the false positive plateaus preceding each flu season but shows the flu seasons starting late ( Figure 5 ). The Tapering metric achieved slightly higher correlations than the other two metrics in all three test conditions, and the Tapering metric gains the most benefit when more of the atypical 2011-2012 flu season is included in the test. However, the test which excludes none of the data from the 2011-2012 season is only included for reference; since the late 2011 tweets were used to construct the misdiagnosis tweets estimate, using that data comingles tuning and testing data. The limited availability of Twitter data in atypical flu seasons is a significant challenge for further analysis of misdiagnosis tweets. Analyzing multiple countries during an atypical flu season may be beneficial, but evidence that flu is spread by air travel [34] means that results for each country could not be treated as statistically independent.
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Further research could address improvements to data collection and classification, such as developing classifiers for multiple languages, experimenting with more complex classifiers and feature extraction, examining the effects of different annotation guidelines, using larger volumes of annotated tweets, and using expanded queries including misspellings and references to taking medications. In addition, demographic differences between Twitter users and WHO sampling may introduce additional inaccuracies. Finally, the data losses experienced during certain weeks of data collection may have produced inaccurate estimates despite the corrections described in the Methods section.
This study focused on quantifying seasonal misdiagnosis errors specifically in Twitter data, rather than incorporating multiple exogenous data sources or statistical techniques to obtain the best possible estimate of flu prevalence. Many studies have shown that using multiple data sources and applying a variety of models can improve flu estimates. As a recent example, Santillana et al. demonstrated that using a combination of timelagged CDC data and a new, timely source of electronic health records, which are not available to the public, can improve the accuracy of flu surveillance systems [35] .
Twitter flu surveillance research is promising, but identifying misdiagnosis tweets remains a challenge. Although this paper presents methods of enhancing Twitter flu surveillance for flu seasons by using estimates of seasonal misdiagnosis tweeting patterns, these same seasonal misdiagnosis patterns also indicate a risk that there is only a weak causal connection between individuals infected with the flu and Twitter authors reporting 
